
I am finding that I really don’t understand how to correctly implement classes that use generics and 
protocols (and associated types) in the kind of real-world applications that I’m working on.


Let me present a real application (with what I hope are insignificant details removed).


I have a class whole set of UI objects which share some common characteristics (but have individual 
specifics as well). To be concrete about it, all of these objects implement drop-down behavior — sort 
of like a MacOS PopupButton. Since there are multiple flavors of such buttons, I want to refactor my 
code to eliminate duplicate code.


For simplicity, let’s consider the three central players in this refactoring:


The application uses Storyboards to create its visual layout and one such storyboard contains an 
instance of Foo. (This means that Foo must be a concrete, non-generic object). Ignore for now the 
question of where the factory that creates the appropriate fgViews lives.


Foo and fgView manage data with the same natural datatype (which we will call dT). Since 
Coordinator is the intermediary between Foo and fgView (and since we want to use the same 
Coordinator class in all similar situations), Coordinator is generic. Also we want to encapsulate the 
interactions between Foo, Coordinator, bgView, and fgView using protocols (and protocol 
extensions) to implement clean and consistent internal interfaces.


So what I want to have is


// SomeUIClass might be UIBarButtonItem, UIButton, etc
@IBDesignable class Foo : SomeUIClass, AnchorProtocol {

typealias T = dT
lazy var coordinator : Coordinator<dT> = {…}()
…

}

protocol AnchorProtocol { // and a protocol extension
associatedtype T
var coordinator : Coordinator<T> { get set }
…

}

class Coordinator<T> {
wear var anchor : AnchorProtocol? // Error
weak var bgView : UIView?
weak var fgView : ForegroundProtocol? // Same problem here
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}

and with a similar structure between Coordinator and fgView. I.e., I want to have concrete Foo and 
fgView, connected via a generic Coordinator using generic protocols to model the interactions.


The code above, of course, does not compile. In Coordinator, the declaration of anchor results in

	 “Protocol 'AnchorProtocol' can only be used as a generic constraint because it has Self or  
	 associated type requirements” 

What am I missing?



